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Presenters Â· About the programme. Main content. Presenters. Rico Hizon and Sharanjit Leyl present Asia Business
Report from the BBC bureau in Singapore.

The music was changed slightly while the main colour scheme became black and red, with studios using
frosted glass and white and red colours. High-definition[ edit ] As a result of the move to Broadcasting House,
BBC World News gained high-definition studios and equipment to be able to broadcast in high-definition. On
good days I become a force against the cynics and inevitably, I'm a historian one of those rough-draft authors.
From  Shay is a Sikh who was also baptised as a Roman Catholic. Read more The channel is available in
Europe and many parts of the world via satellite FTA or cable platforms. Brian Thomas As a journalist, I
strive to be a trusted guide, traveling with our viewers through landscapes where getting an overview can be
tough, always looking for heights and clearings where we can get the best perspective. The importance of
news for me lies in interpreting how it touches the lives of people, shapes their perceptions and informs their
choices. Freeview, Sky, BT TV, Freesat, Virgin do not officially offer BBC World News as a standalone
full-time channel because it carries and is funded by advertising BBC's domestic channels are funded by a
television licence fee which households and establishments that want to watch television programmes as they
are being broadcast must pay , although it can be easily received due to its ' free-to-air ' status on many
European satellite systems, including Astra and Hot Bird and is available in selected London hotels. Who has
called me in the last two years? News is about connecting. Championing new talent is something that is
important to our audiences. Are you trying to make me look like a tramp all of my life. We love curry like
everyone else. A review proposed that the Birmingham-based station would be closed as a national service,
but could possibly be replaced by a network of part-time local services with some syndicated national
programmes on digital audio broadcasting DAB and medium wave in areas with large Asian communities.
With some luck, I'm a teacher. Terry Martin What do I strive to be as a journalist? The couple have been
together for 11 years and celebrate their relationship on the eighth of every month. They need an output that
covers issues important to them. A consultation process has started where the public is being asked for its
views. Particular attention is paid to the tough and controversial issues, and to stories from people who
otherwise might not have had a voice. Birmingham-born Adil Ray, who presents the breakfast show, said the
airwaves had to have a national Asian radio station to champion little-known acts and to cover issues
important to audiences across the UK. Previously, the channel was broadcast in , with the news output fitted
into a frame for both digital and analogue broadcasting, resulting in black bands at the top and bottom of the
screen. Get the biggest National stories by email Subscribe We will use your email address only for the
purpose of sending you newsletters. But Adil said the move to farm out the services would mean the stations
carried a lot of responsibility in championing new talent. Another coincidence is that while Sonny Bono was
11 years older than Cher, year-old Sunny is nine years older than Shay, 


